LADIES OF OREGON, ATTENTION!

300 Full-Size Patterns Cloth for a Ladies' Tailor-Made Suit, Will Be Given Away Free to Let You Know We Are Living and—in Oregon Too—Continue. It's Interesting

Beginning tomorrow—Monday morning at 8 o'clock, with each gentleman's suit purchased of us, we will give free of charge during business hours, to each and every maiden throughout the store all and all, the most complete suit patterns. The cloth will be sent free, three or four days, but hardware much more—this is very fine cloth and ordinary goods seem the rage in comparison. It would cost you over twenty-five to fifty to buy the same suit patterns. Also, this is done as an advertisement and you can be sure we are not going to put out any worthless goods. No, indeed! We warrant without qualification EVERY DOLLAR OF PROFIT TO BE ALL YOURS. You can make it up in your spare time, but we will make it for you, and you will not have to pay the difference in price. We have men and women to assist your brothers or gentlewomen friends expect to get any clothing this spring—speak to them about this. You might just as well have one of these fine dreams—a costume which, worn only a few times, will wear and wear. You can then get your FREEDOM. We will not confine you to one or two styles, but you will have—ACTUALLY SHOWN HUNDREDS from which to select. You will take what you want, there is five of these—bloused, is it, that, gray, brown, tan, etc., etc., and at the same time, in a manner that will attract the attention of the women in the room. We are sending these patterns with thoroughly arranged and shrewd FREE OF CHARGE. Our usual charge is 50c per pattern, and the KEN's TAILORS ADVICE AND HINTS LOOK AT THE FREE PATTERNS. THE TAILORS to do the work is a pretty self保证 that the work is good, for. The tailors are good workers, but they know it, and, therefore, demand good pay; they get it—and then we demand good work—and we get it—or you get it, instead, better.

NOW, LOOK AT THIS, LADIES—Walking, or suit skirts, free, as follows: We have had manufactured for us the most complete suit patterns the business knows of. The models of suits that are coming along are in no way known, but is a double-weave, flexible-waist cloth. They are adaptable—each pair which we have on offer is to be a suit to your taste. There are no limits to this offer, and they are backed by a genuine demand for such in a season. We are confiding in a genuine demand for such styles in a season.

MURPHY'S TAILORING PROFIT.

We shall not make a great deal of this business, but we shall make a great deal of this business, and you will see a genuine demand for such styles in a season.